The ability of electric microbes to electrically interact with electrodes is opening up a number of possibilities with industrial applications. Microbes are able to utilise the electrode as an electron source to reduce CO 2 for the production of organic compounds directly or produce H 2 as a reducing equivalent for partner microbes for the production of commodity chemicals. Electrodes can also allow redox unbalanced fermentation processes to occur through the addition or subtraction of reducing equivalents that remove bottle necks in these pathways. Electrodes are also providing a physical refuge for electric microbes to maintain anaerobic fermenter stability. It can be expected that the role for electric microbes will continued to be expanded as part of industrial applications in the future.
Microbes and electrons
Microbial electrochemical systems enable electrons to be removed and inserted directly into microbial metabolic processes by microbes that are capable of interacting with an electrode, which are commonly called electric bacteria 1 . While first gaining much attention due to their ability to generate electricity, the ability of microbes to externally transfer electrons both directly and indirectly, has seen interest in their use for environmental monitoring, bioremediation applications and industrial processes (see 1, 2 ).
Processes, such as the production of commodity chemicals, such as acetate, butyrate and alcohols, using electrons as an energy source and unbalanced redox reactions in electrofermentation, has greatly expanded their industrial applications. These processes have the potential to revolutionise the industrial use of microbes into a new era of reduced inputs, stable outputs, and more customisation and design in bacterial metabolic processes.
Production of commodity chemicals utilising microbial electric systems
Acetogens and methanogens have long been of interest to industry due to their ability to reduce carbon dioxide to organic products such as acetate, methane, butanol, and ethanol 3 . When integrated into microbial electric systems, microbes capable of utilising electrodes as electron donors can use electricity to produce organic chemicals (Fig. 1a ). An advantage of this process is the possibility for excess renewable or power production to be converted into organic compounds that are capable of acting as energy storage for later use, transport or as commodity chemicals 4 . A wide variety of microbes has been found to be capable of accepting electrons from an electrode to provide energy to drive the biological processes 5 .
Termed microbial electrosynthesis, being likened to photosynthesis when using solar energy as an electron source 6 , the rates of organic product formation using direct electron transfer is currently significantly less than those utilising in situ H 2 production as the electron donor to drive similar processes 3 .
Multistep electrode production with multiple species
Interest has been shown in the use of multiple microbial species that associate with electrodes to enhance the production of commercially valuable products. The use of two species allows for the specialisation of both and removes the need to collect, concentrate and process H 2 gas from the system ( The use of co-cultures coupling cathodic electron uptake and biosynthesis reactions through interspecies electron transfer, either directly or through use of intermediate products, is proposed to be a useful strategy to allow modular systems to be established for production, and is a potential area of interest in the future utilising Synthetic Biology 10 . As Synthetic Biology principles are more widely accept by the general community, extensive effort will be placed on the production of a wide range of commodity chemicals to be introduced into commercial markets 11 .
Fermentation and electrons
Brewing beer is one of the most widely recognised fermentation processes, and has been intertwined with much of human history from being mentioned in cuneiform, the oldest known form of writing from ancient Mesopotamia, to speculation that it may have been a driver of modern agriculture 12 . Fermentation utilises microorganisms to convert organic compounds to acids, gases, or alcohols, and has been utilised for food preservation increasing product storage and stability. Fermentations now occur on industrial-level scales producing biomass, primary and secondary metabolites, enzymes, recombinant products, and products for consumption 13 . Industrial fermentation processes are often constrained due to the need for sterility, the use of specific strains, substrate selectivity, maintenance of redox balance, environmental control, and product recovery 14 .
The use of electrodes, and microbes capable of interacting with them, is now providing the possibility to control microbial cell growth and microbial density, increase product concentrations, allow imbalanced redox fermentations to occur, and provide energy requirements for organic carbon production from the reduction of carbon dioxide during microbial fermentation processes 6, 15, 16 . Fermentation can be benefited through microbial interactions with electrodes due to enhancement of electron transport pathways and improved energy production (Fig. 1c) .
Depending on the electrode potential, an excess of redox cofactors (such as NADH and NADPH) may be produced when an electrode is utilised as an electron acceptor, or in ATP production when being utilised as an electron acceptor 17 .
A large advantage of the use of electrodes in fermentation reactions is the ability to balance the redox reactions. Electrodes have allowed Engineering industrial relevant microbial communities using electrodes The addition of electrodes to an anaerobic digester had the overall effect of enriching Geobacter species in association with the electrode and the reactor sludge, which correlated to an increase in methane production 23 . The enhancement of methane production is hypothesised to have occurred through direct interspecies electron transfer between Geobacter and Methanosaeta species.
These species have previously been utilised in co-culture to demonstrate the direct transfer of electrons between species without the reliance, or formation of a bottle neck, on H 2 or formate in the anaerobic community 24 . Interestingly, in complex communities the electrode-associated communities are able to bring stability to the complex anaerobic digester community, helping prevent large fluctuations and preventing collapse and failure (Fig. 1d ) 25 . It has been suggested that biomass retention on electrodes, rather than 
